An innovative multilayer bonding system offers many advantages compared to the existing method currently used in the printed circuit board industry. This new technology, developed by Cedal Equipment, is designed to improve planarity around the bonding area and, at the same time, aims to improve the overall capabilities of the bonding system. In fact, by pin lamination, the layers and the prepreg are positioned in the hot press without being melted first. Consequently, there is a chance of shifting between the layers during the hot press cycle. Using the new bonding system, the book of layers is first registered and the prepreg is already polymerised, avoiding any chance of such shifting.

The ideal bonding point of a multilayer book should have the following features:
• allow thermal expansion of the layers when they are heated by the press;
• have no over-thickness compared to the layers (such as rivet heads, resin rings, etc) which disturbs a good pressure distribution;
• have high mechanical strength;
• be made as fast as possible; and
• it should not create limits to the height of layer book.

The key concept of the new equipment

Cedal’s world-wide patented inductive-bonding system, InduBond 130 (Figure 1), is based on a new heating concept which does not apply external heating to the multilayers, in order to avoid having to apply high pressure to transfer this heat to the book during the bonding process. In this way, damage to the core sandwich is prevented. In fact a magnetic flow is used to heat the Copper foil throughout the multilayers, melting the prepreg in a very short time. The pressure applied in this case is very light and assures a very flat surface.

The bonding areas of the core are located along the longer sides and they must have the suggested Copper pattern (typically 4 locations to optimise the bonding process of the sandwich - Figure 2) on which the bonding head works (Figure 3). The system can bond any kind of core without any thickness variation around the bonding area itself. Thus better quality of the surface and thickness control during the lamination can be achieved.

Additional advantages

The productivity of the system can be drastically improved by bonding several books of multilayers simultaneously, with a possible reduction of the overall bonding time to about 50%. Each book is positioned on the template, one on top of the other (with no prepreg in between), and they are held in position by adjustable registration pins. The height available for this build up is about 12 mm and any type of multilayer can be bonded in this way, provided the total thickness is within the maximum range. Furthermore, there is no limitation to the number of layers.

A reduction in energy consumption is another significant advantage offered by the new machine. In fact, the power requirements of the system

Figure 1 – The InduBond 130 multilayer bonding system from Cedal

Figure 2 – Indications for the inner-layer welding area settings
The LPKF LaserScalpel is the first laser-based PCB reworking tool that eliminates copper bridges on printed circuit boards with very fine structures. It is as simple to use as a scalpel, removing even extremely small bridges quickly, precisely and reliably – and no programming is required!

In this way, it is possible to manufacture multilayer printed circuit boards with highly controlled thicknesses and other characteristics, also when high-quality or exotic base materials such as those recently introduced into the printed circuit board industry have to be bonded. The system also allows to minimise rejects, energy consumption and overall manufacturing times and costs.

Cedal Equipment has developed the InduBond 130 Multilayer Bonding System to meet both the requirements for ideal bonding points of a multilayer book as well as the need of the advanced multilayer PCB industry to compete on the global market.

Need professional circuit board rework?
Meet the solution: LPKF LaserScalpel
The LPKF LaserScalpel is the first laser-based PCB reworking tool that eliminates copper bridges on printed circuit boards with very fine structures. It is as simple to use as a scalpel, removing even extremely small bridges quickly, precisely and reliably – and no programming is required!

The LPKF LaserScalpel saves your high-quality circuit boards! Save money and call now!

50 µm circuits before and after reworking

Figure 3 - Diagram of the bonding head (a) template (b) and layer (c)

Figure 4 – Schematic overview of the machine-operator-book set up

Figure 5 – Preferred Copper pattern for welding using the inductive bonding machine